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ABSTRACT Bitcoin generates amassive amount of data every day due to its innate transparency and capacity
of operating completely decentralised. In this paper, we introduce on-chain metrics derived from data on the
bitcoin network that enable us to describe the state and usage of the underlying network. Based on their
characteristics, we classify them into user, miner, exchange activities and run a correlation analysis with the
price to understand the dynamics of bitcoin’s price and its underlying mechanics. Using the correlated data,
we develop a deep learning model. However, determining the best values of parameters in a deep learning
model can be a very challenging and time-consuming task. Hence, we propose a self-adaptive technique
using a jSO optimization algorithm to find the best values of these parameters to accurately predict the price
of bitcoin. Compared to traditional LSTM model, our approach is highly accurate and optimised with a
minimum error rate.

INDEX TERMS Bitcoin, blockchain, deep neural network, differential evolution, evolutionary algorithms,
jSO, LSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology, similar in
structure to a linked list copied across thousands of comput-
ers, with technology in place that ensures that each computer
holds a copy of the same object. The transactions are stored
in blocks - the original block being called the genesis block
and each subsequent block added to the network contains the
hash, timestamp and transaction data of the previous block.
The new block is stored, distributed to the blockchain network
and maintained by peers in the system. Apart from its use
in cryptocurrency, blockchain technology is also used in a
variety of applications like electronic healthcare and identity
management systems [1].

Blockchain technology and its most famous application to
date - Bitcoin, were introduced to the world through a paper
written under the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008
[2]. The fundamental reason for Bitcoin’s success is that it
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emerged as the first digital currency which solved the double
spending problem, enabling a new way of transmitting value
online in a pure peer-to-peer fashion, without the reliance
on a trusted third-party. Besides giving birth to a secure and
inexpensive way of transferring value through a decentral-
ized, peer to peer network, bitcoin also gave birth to what is
arguably becoming a new asset class through the rise of other
cryptocurrencies.

A. BIRTH OF A NEW ASSET CLASS
Bitcoin (BTC) is the first decentralised cryptocurrency; its
genesis block being minted in 2009. However, since 2011,
a plethora of other cryptocurrencies known as altcoins - were
created and are still in use today. Initially, altcoins were only
forks of bitcoin, meaning that they started from the same
code-base (hence the name - alternative coin). These alt-
coins lowered the entry barrier to crypto market thus attract-
ing a lot of players including scammers, malicious players
and low quality projects. However it also created room for
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more serious projects to come on board -the most success-
ful one being Litecoin, which is currently the fifth-largest
cryptocurrency in terms of market value [3].

Nowadays not all cryptocurrencies are altcoins - not all are
forked versions of bitcoin. There are a lot of other projects
that started with an original code - such as Ethereum - a
blockchain platform that not only allows for the transfer of
value in a decentralized way, but which also enables partic-
ipants to create and participate in rule-based smart contracts
(pieces of code) that run on decentralised infrastructure sim-
ilar to that of bitcoin; or by forking other cryptocurrencies,
such as Monero (which was a fork of Bytecoin - another
cryptocurrency with an original code-base). However, there
still exist a lot of other altcoins that originated from bitcoin
currently active, that have been operating for years under
different codebases to that of bitcoin.

Cryptocurrencies were at first used as a highly speculative
and relatively long-term investment; originally, the only way
to get some bitcoin was through mining, which is the process
through which the network is secured and bitcoin is released
in to circulation. Agents who participate in the process of
securing the network are called miners and are rewarded
with bitcoin for putting their computational hardware to the
network’s use. These were early days (pre 2010) when there
were no vendors or exchanges with bitcoin only being used
by a small group of people. Around mid-2010 the first bitcoin
exchange was launched - BitcoinMarket.com through which
people could buy BTC in exchange for USD.

With mentions in the mainstream media of reaching US
dollar parity in 2011, the popularity of Bitcoin started to rise
and a few altcoins came into existence. First one was Name-
coin, initially announced in April 2011, followed shortly after
with the launch of Litecoin in October 2011. The altcoin
boom didn’t start until the end of 2013, when new coin
were launched almost every week. This acted as the birth
of a larger, highly speculative [4] trading market - where
traders buy and sell different pairs of cryptocurrencies based
on technical indicators and fundamental analysis. It has been
shown that these traders exhibit similar behaviour to that of
traders in the forex and the stock markets [5].

Technical, Fundamental and Quantitative analyses are the
most popular methods used to analyse a crypto asset. These
methods are used as directional thesis for crypto investment,
with technical analysis being the most dominant choice.
Although the reports describe that profits over the years have
declined using technical analysis, studies suggest that there
is a substantial increase in terms of profitability in foreign
exchange markets [6], in addition to this, investors still focus
on technical indicators as a part of their investment strategies.
In recent years, technical analysis has gained immense popu-
larity in crypto trading as it focuses on profits using statistics
and volume of the data. The challenge with technical analysis
is when it is used with cryptocurrency market, the indicators
in crypto change rapidly leading to reduced efficiency in
predicting the pricing of a crypto asset, to combat these chal-
lenges researchers have focused on Technical indicators with

machine learning algorithms to predict the price of crypto
assets, primarily Bitcoin [7].

As bitcoin is a permission-less public blockchain,
researchers focused on statistical properties of bitcoin prices
using blockchain information primarily core network activ-
ities like hash rate, transactions and block height and their
correlation with bitcoin price [8] while other studies focused
on identifying the relationship between Bitcoin price, Google
and Wikipedia [9].

While some studies have considered blockchain informa-
tion such as network activities to predict the price, most
of the previous studies have focused on modelling and
predicting bitcoin price using machine learning algorithms,
it presents many overlooked opportunities to realize the value
and information of bitcoin. Since blockchain is the underly-
ing technology of bitcoin, the influence of core components
of bitcoin including miners, nodes and exchanges on the
bitcoin price are understudied. In this paper, we investigate
the activities related to the users, exchanges and miners on
the bitcoin network and to better understand the dynamics
of bitcoin and aim to give a comprehensive overview of
the linear influence of on-chain activities on the price of
bitcoin.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
a literature review of related work is presented highlighting
current research on the predictive analysis of bitcoin prices.
Section III describes the proposed design and methodology
employed for this research including data collection, data
characteristics, and analysis metrics and approach. Section IV
deals with data analysis, where on-chain activities are catego-
rized and correlated with the price of bitcoin in order to gain a
deeper understanding of the dynamics of bitcoin prices while
Section V introduces the jSO-based optimization model,
describes the jSO algorithm as well as provide justification
for its adoption. A brief description of the experimental setup
is provided in Section VI while the results of this work and
the analysis of these results are presented in Section VII.
Finally, in Section VIII, we summarize our research, drawing
conclusions from the results and giving directions for future
work.

II. RELATED WORK
Technical Analysis has a long and rich history in academic
literature. For example, Kamrat et al. focuses on technical
analysis for crypto trading, specifically on Turtle Trading
System, upon modification yields more profitability than the
original Turtle trading system which indicates buy or sell
signals for a stock during breakouts that is generally defined
by a set of rules. [10]. Many studies have also focused on
using various machine learning approaches for improving
prediction rate for bitcoin prices [7], [11]. A study by Shynke-
vich points out that with the advent of regulated derivatives
exchanges for trading bitcoin futures, the ability of technical
analysis to predict bitcoin prices have declined, indicating a
significant increase inmarket efficiency in bitcoin prices [12].
Recent study also suggest that traditional economic theories
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are insufficient in predicting the volatility associated with the
price of bitcoin [9].

Since bitcoin uses open data architecture, blockchain ana-
lytics can indicate patterns of user behaviour and other activ-
ities. However, the drawback with data on public blockchain
is that the size of blockchain data is massive and has exponen-
tially increased over timewith approximately 300GB in 2020.
Parsing this huge amount of data becomes cumbersome and
inefficient. However, a recent study developed a open source
framework to acquire the data available on the blockchain in
real-time [13]. Using the API of these frameworks, a recent
study designed an open data architecture to analyse the mas-
sive amount of blockchain data efficiently using high-fidelity
graphs [14], [15]. As blockchain is primarily driven by user
activities, analysis of the user transactions on the blockchain
network using A.I has become a key factor in indicating
patterns for fraud detection in the network [16].

Recently, researchers have utilized the features of the
bitcoin network to understand the dynamics of the bitcoin
and concluded that the hash rate, difficulty and transaction
cost are highly correlated with price [17]. Further, using
this correlation, a machine learning approach was used to
achieve a better accuracy rate for predicting bitcoin prices
[18]. An empirical study by Jang et al. explains the high
volatility of the bitcoin price using the core network features
of blockchain information and macroeconomic factors like
global currencies and exchange rates between major fiat cur-
rencies [8]. As bitcoin is a decentralised cryptocurrency, this
implies that peer-to-peer consent is required for its opera-
tion, thus the data related to core network activity are stored
natively on blockchain. This suggests that on-chain metrics
could prove to be one of the best means of obtaining very
useful information available on the bitcoin network. In this
paper, we take a comprehensive approach to the blockchain
information using the on-chain metrics to combine a pro-
fusion of datasets that represent activities related to users,
miners and exchanges. We correlate the on-chain data with
price of bitcoin to apply the knowledge to deep learning
models for predicting the future behaviour and important
price movements in the bitcoin market.

III. PROPOSED DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Most of the previous studies have focused on modelling and
predicting Bitcoin price by identifying its linear relation-
ship to macroeconomic factors like crude oil, exchange rates
between global currencies [8], without realising the value and
information of the core activities available on-chain. In this
section, we outline the methodology used to categorise the
on-chainmetrics based on the characteristics of data collected
and we outline the analysis metrics and approach used on our
dataset to develop a prediction model for bitcoin.

A. DATA COLLECTION
For this study, we acquired data from public blockchain of
bitcoin and API of online resources from 2016 to 2020 [19],
[20] [21]. Using the on-chain data from these resources,

we categorise and analyse metrics from each category against
the bitcoin’s price. Although researchers in the previous
work have considered external variables such as crude oil,
government policies and other fiat currencies [8] to under-
stand the volatility in bitcoin’s price, in this study, we pri-
marily focus on providing a comprehensive overview by
including on-chain metrics related to miners, users and
exchange activities that potentially impact the bitcoin prices.
Some of the on-chain metrics acquired include block count,
transaction volume, transaction count, hash rate, difficulty,
block height, miners balance, miners revenue, miners inflow,
miners outflow, miners to exchanges, exchange balance,
exchange inflow, outflow, NetFlow, daily active addresses,
total addresses, UTXO and wallets address >1, >10, >100.

B. DATA CHARACTERISTICS
In 2017 many exchanges and key industry players adopted
SegregatedWitness (SegWit) protocol [22] – an efficient way
to scale data on bitcoin by freeing up additional space in
the headers of the block - to accommodate a greater number
of transactions in a block. Since its adoption the size of the
block has steadily increased from 1 MB in 2017 to 1.3 MB in
2020. The computation time in bitcoin network is calculated
using the time interval between each block and the difficulty
level. The hash rate is calculated in away that the computation
time is always set to an average of 10minutes tomaintain high
level of security and resistance to attacks on the network.

In blockchain, a block also contains an answer to a unique,
difficult-to-solve mathematical puzzle; before the block was
put into circulation, all the information within that block
(besides the answer to the puzzle) was collected by all the
miners. The first miner to solve the puzzle derived from
that information receives what is called a block reward.
Block rewards started at 50 Bitcoins and halved every
210,000 blocks, or approximately 4 years. The difficulty of
the network is given by this puzzle - which is reset every
2016 blocks (or about 2 weeks) such that the network can
mint a block every ten minutes on an average.

Since 2011 the number of unique addresses has seen an
unprecedented growth in bitcoin with increase in price. The
number of active addresses in the network is proportional to
the number of transactions sent and received on the network
successfully. Bitcoin also employs the unspent transaction
output (UTXO) record-keeping model, which presents valu-
able information through which the age of each coin in circu-
lation can be inferred. This feature is however not available
for Ethereum which is based on the Account/Balance model.
It is interesting to note that even though the latter model does
not register the age of a coin per se, translations between
the two models have been produced [24]; the stack-coin-age
model represents an implementation of the UTXO coin-age
model for account based on blockchains.

Each transaction spends output from prior transactions and
generates new outputs that can be spent by transactions in the
future as shown in Fig.1. All the unspent transactions are kept
in each fully synchronized node. A user’s wallet keeps track
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FIGURE 1. Triple-entry bookkeeping (transaction-to-transaction
payments).

of a list of unspent transactions associated with all addresses
owned by the user, and the balance of the wallet is calculated
as the sum of those unspent transactions.

C. ANALYSIS METRICS AND APPROACH
In this study, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used
to investigate linear influences of each relevant feature of
bitcoin on the price. The coefficient value lies between
−1, 0, 1; a value of 1 indicates a perfect positive correlation,
a value of −1 indicates perfect negative correlation while
0 indicates absolutely no correlation at all. The correlation
coefficient is given by (1).

r =

∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(1)

Scaling the correlated data for each metric between−1 and
1 cannot be accurately represented in a graph form. We re-
scale the data between the range [0, 1]. The normalization
value is calculated using (2).

z =
xi − min(x)

max(x)− min(x)
(2)

The purpose of this work is to separate on-chain metrics
by determining those which can be used in more advanced
predictive algorithms and those which should be discarded.
A high correlation value between the price and a metric does
not necessarily mean that a metric is a good candidate, but it
invites a further look.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we give a comprehensive overview of the
on-chain activities by categorising them into user, miner and
exchange activities, and thereafter, we analyse each of these
activities against the price in the bitcoin market. Finally,
to understand the dynamics of bitcoin, we outline the results

TABLE 1. On-chain data description.

of our analysis by correlating these three data categories
with the price and rate of change of price of bitcoin using
a correlation coefficient. Table 1 gives a description of each
of the data categories alongside the corresponding data.

A. ON-CHAIN DATA DESCRIPTION
Several on-chain metrics are considered as follows:

Average block size (MB): the size of a block agreed
among all participants.

Transactions per block: average number of transactions
per block.

Hash rate: estimated number of Tera (trillion) hashes per
a second all miners.

Difficulty: The number of hashes required to mine a block.
Block count: The total number of blocks mined on the

bitcoin network.
Block Height: the total number of blocks ever created and

included in the primary blockchain.
Transaction rate: The total amount of transactions

per second.
Transactions Volume: The total amount of coins

transferred on-chain.
Exchange Inflow/Outflow - The total amount of funds

flowing in and out of exchange wallets to non-exchange
wallets.

Exchange Balance - The total amount of bitcoins held on
known exchange wallets.

Exchange Withdrawals - The number of withdrawals
from known exchange wallets.

Exchange Deposits - The number of deposits to known
exchange wallets.

Miners Inflow Volume - The total amount of coins trans-
ferred to miner addresses.

Miners Outflow Volume - The total amount of coins
transferred from miner addresses.

Total Miners Revenue - The total miner revenue is the
fees plus newly minted coins.

Miners Balance - The total supply held inminer addresses.
Miners to exchanges - The total amount of coins

transferred from miners to exchange wallets.
Total Addresses – The total number of address indi-

cates the usage of the bitcoin network since it first started
in 2009.
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FIGURE 2. Correlation between prices and address active count.

FIGURE 3. Correlation between prices and address new count.

FIGURE 4. Correlation between prices and block size.

FIGURE 5. Correlation between prices and UTXO created.

Daily Active addresses - The number of active addresses
in the network is the number of transactions sent and received
on the network successfully.

Balances of Addresses - Total amount of coins held by a
unique address

UTXO - Bitcoin employs the unspent transaction out-
put (UTXO) record-keeping model, we can infer from the
transactions, the age of each coin being circulated.

B. EFFECTS OF USER ACTIVITY ON PRICE
In bitcoin, users can hold multiple unique addresses to send
and receive bitcoins. The number of bitcoins in circulation,
sentiment of the users among other activities could explain
the reason behind bitcoin becoming more expensive and dif-
ficult to mine over time. In this section, we explain how the
user activity, determined by highly correlated features, affects
the price. Among them the features such as the number of
wallets, the hash rate, and the UTXO’s, determine the number
of new users coming into the network, newminers joining the

mining pools, and the aggregate spendable balance of all the
users.

The maximum supply for bitcoins is around 21,000,000
[23] - max coins that can ever exist in the network. Since
there are limited number of coins in the system, increase in
the number of users in the network corresponds to greater
demand resulting in increase in the price of bitcoin. The num-
ber of active addresses gives us an indication of the amount
of users actively using the network to transfer funds from
their wallets. While the number of active addresses directly
indicate the network usage, the amount of funds going in
and out of the blockchain network is equally an important
metric to understand the network usage and in determining
the bitcoin prices more accurately.

As mentioned earlier, we can infer the age of the coin
using the UTXO’s data in bitcoin and can be used to draw
conclusions about the important price movements in bitcoin
as seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. For instance, if the aggregate
age of the coin is high, it is an indication that more users
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FIGURE 6. Correlation between prices and exchange balance.

FIGURE 7. Correlation between prices and exchange deposits.

FIGURE 8. Correlation between prices and exchange withdrawals.

are hodling their coins either as a long-term investment or
to liquidate their assets when there’s an increase in price.
Conversely, if the aggregate age of the coin is low, it implies
more number of users are actively sending and receiving
coins from their wallets in the bitcoin network. Based on our
observations above, we deduce that some of the important
metrics including the number of unique addresses, active
addresses, unspent transactions and transactions rate provides
useful insights into user activities on the bitcoin network.

C. EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE ACTIVITY ON PRICE
In the early days, the only way people could buy and
sell bitcoin was through online forums. This all changed
in 2010 when bitcoinmarket.com was launched. This was
the first exchange platform that allowed people to buy and
sell bitcoins in exchange for USD. Since its launch in 2010,
bitcoinmarket.com has been plagued with security issues and
fraud, making its days numbered. Subsequently, Mt.Gox took
over where bitcoinmarket.com left and dominated the market
by becoming the world’s largest bitcoin exchange operating
up to 70 % of the global transactions of bitcoin market from
2011 to 2014 [18]. In early 2014 Mt.Gox suffered from
security issues that allowed hackers to steal several thousands
of bitcoins resulting in destabilization of the bitcoin market
with the price plunging by 20%. After the impact of Mt.Gox
on the bitcoin industry, altcoins emerged as a replacement
to Gox with significant changes to the exchange practises

amongst other issues transforming the bitcoin industry as a
whole.

Bitcoin exchanges are comparable to a traditional stock
exchanges as they generate bitcoin as part of their services
including transactions and fund transfer fees. At any given
point, the exchanges can sell their revenue generated through
fees on their own platform resulting in a significant amount of
drop in bitcoin price. Large flow of funds to and from known
exchange wallets amongst other factors can be an important
indicator for predicting price volatility in the bitcoin market.
Out of all 5 metrics, only 2 are highly correlated to the price.

However, there are periods of high correlation within these
two years and analysing the reasons behind these correlations
can help us uncover the state of bitcoin with the help of
on-chain metrics. For example, between October 2017 and
June 2018 (the period when the bull run was in full swing
to the time the bear market was in its prime), exchange
withdrawals were highly correlated to the price, with each
month having a correlation value between 50 and 80%, with
the exception of February 2018. This trend as captured in 8
represents the period of highest volatility, where the price had
its most significant moves in both directions - from $4000 in
October 2017 up to $20000 in December 2017 and back down
to $6000 in June 2018. We can also see that between May,
June and July 2019 - while the price had a strong upward
trajectory which has not been seen since late 2017, the cor-
relation coefficient for exchange withdrawals was again high
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FIGURE 9. Correlation between prices and miner revenue from fees.

FIGURE 10. Correlation between prices and miners outgoing transfer.

FIGURE 11. Correlation between prices and miner revenue from block rewards.

(around 60%). These two observations prompt the theory that
when there is high volatility in the market, a knowledge of
how many people withdraw from exchanges, and how that
number changes over time can inform us about the direction
of the price.

D. EFFECTS OF MINER ACTIVITY ON PRICE
Miners are the sole suppliers responsible for circulation of
new coins in the market, hence it becomes extremely impor-
tant to understand the miners behaviour patterns in order to
understand the state of bitcoin. Overall, hashrate is at 150 exa-
hash per second and currently there are 18,597,868 BTC
in circulation [23], which is approximately 88.56% of the
maximum supply of the coins that can ever exist in the bitcoin
network.

Difficulty level is a value that is used to regulate the
production of blocks which is approximately 10 minutes to
add a new block into the bitcoin network. Over the last
few years, bitcoin has gained immense popularity, with this
growing incentive, more miners are likely to join the network,
increasing the probability of solving the mathematical puzzle
in less than 10 minutes. Hence, as the number of miners who
participate in the network increases or decreases, so does the
difficulty, the difficulty value adjusts every 2016 blocks to
maintain the complexity level required to solve a mathemat-
ical puzzle in about 10 minutes, which explains the reason
hash rate grows with the increase in price. This is another
important metric of the inherent usage - and value - of the
network.

As seen in the Fig. 11, in July 2016, a bitcoin halving
event occurred - the mining reward is cut in half every four
years- resulting in a reward of 12.5 BTC instead of 25 BTC.
In Figs. 9 - 10, we observe from the miner fees that network
participants pay to have their transactions minted, the higher
the fee one pays, the faster their transaction will be validated
by the pool of miners, and to cover operational costs, miners
must sell their coins to liquidate their crypto-assets to cover
their expenses, resulting in a sell pressure. Therefore, analyz-
ing these patterns can help us understand the overall health of
the bitcoin network.

V. jSO OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
jSO algorithm is an extended version of iL-SHADE and
iL-SHADE is an extended version of the L-SHADE, where
L-SHADE algorithm is a Differential Evolution (DE)-based
algorithm that uses a population linear reduction approach
[25]. Mainly, DE has four main steps: initialization, mutation,
crossover and selection operations. It also has three param-
eters: scaling factor (F), crossover rate (CR) and population
size (NP). Determining the best combination ofNP,F andCR
is a challenging and time consuming task. Therefore, several
self-adaptive techniques have emerged to find the best values
of these parameters and one of them will be used in this paper
[25]. In this section, the main components of jSO will be
discussed in detail.

1) INITIALIZATION PHASE
In this phase, an initial population of size NP p0 =

(−→x 1,0,
−→x 2,0, . . .

−→x NP,0) is randomly generated using
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TABLE 2. Mean correlation value for every on-chain metric between
2016 and 2020.

Equation 3.

xi,j = xmini,j + rand × (xmaxi,j − x
min
i,j )

i = 1, 2, . . . ,NP and j = 1, 2, . . . , D (3)

where NP refers to the population size,D the problem dimen-
sion (number of decision variables), and xmaxi,j , xmini,j the upper
and lower bounds of jth decision variable.

2) MUTATION OPERATOR
After initialization, a mutation operator is used to produce a
mutant solution. As per literature, there are many mutation
strategies with various capabilities and characteristics [26].
Some of them are good for exploitation while others are
good for exploration. The most popular mutation strategies
are listed below.
• DE/best/1

−→v g
i =
−→x g

best + F(
−→x g

r1 −
−→x g

r2) (4)

• DE/rand/1
−→v g

i =
−→x g

r1 + F(
−→x g

r2 −
−→x g

r3) (5)

• DE/current-to-best/1
−→v g

i =
−→x g

i + F(
−→x g

best −
−→x g

i )+ F(
−→x g

r1 −
−→x g

r2) (6)

• DE/current-to-pbest/1

−→v g
i =
−→x i,g + F(

−→x g
pbest −

−→x g
i )+ F(

−→x g
r1 −
−→x g

r2)

(7)

where the indexes r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= i and r1, r2, r3 are
random numbers generated in [1,NP]. i represents the current
solution. g is the current generation,−→x best the best solution in
the current generation and−→x pbest randomly selected solution
from the top p% solutions.

jSO uses a new weighted mutation strategy, which is
a modified version of the DE/current-to-pbest/1 mutation
strategy as

−→v g
i =
−→x g

i + Fw(
−→x g

pBest −
−→x g

i )+ F(
−→x g

r1 −
−→x g

r2) (8)

where Fw is a weighted version of the scaling factor F
calculated by:

Fw =


0.7 ∗ F, nfes < 0.2× maxfes,
0.8 ∗ F, nfes < 0.4× maxfes,
1.2 ∗ F, otherwise.

(9)

where nfes and maxfes are the current and maximum number
of function evaluations, respectively. The values of F are
generated using the same technique proposed by Tanabe et al.
[28]. These strategy apply a smaller factor Fw to multiply
difference of vectors in which −→x g

pBest appears at early stages
of the evolutionary process, while in later stages higher factor
Fw is used.

3) CROSSOVER OPERATOR
After mutation, a crossover operator is used for every mutant
vector−→v i to generate the trial/offspring vector

−→u i. There are
two main crossover operators, binomial and exponential [26],
[27]. jSO algorithm uses the binomial crossover operator as

ugi,j =

{
vgi,j, if rand(0, 1) ≤ CR or j = jrand ,

xgi,j, Otherwise.
(10)

where jrand ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,D] and rand ∈ [0, 1] are randomly
chosen to ensure that at least one decision variable is gained
from the trial vector and CR crossover rate used to control
the number of variables are inherited from the donor vector.
Similar to F , the values ofCR are generated using the method
proposed in [28].

4) SELECTION OPERATOR
After mutation, a greedy selection is applied to decide which
solution from the parent population (−→x g

i ) and the trial popula-
tion (−→u g

i ) entering the next generation. If the fitness function
value of the trial solution (f (−→u g

i )) is better than the value of
the parent solution (f (−→x g

i )), then the trial solution enters the
new population, otherwise the parent solution enters the new
population, This process is mathematically carried out as:

−→x g+1
i =

{
−→u g

i , if f (−→u g
i ) ≤ f (

−→x g
i ),

−→x g
i , Otherwise.

(11)
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Algorithm 1 jSO Algorithm
1: Define g← 0, A← {};
2: Generate an initial random population (P0) of size NP;
3: Evaluate f (P0), and update number of fitness evaluations
fes← fes+ NP;

4: while fes ≤ maxfes do
5: g← g+ 1;
6: for i = 1 : NP do
7: Generate mutant solution (−→vi g) using Equation 8;
8: Apply crossover to generate offspring solution

(−→ui g) using Equation 10;
9: Evaluate new population f (−→ui g)

10: end for
11: for i = 1 : NP do
12: if f (−→u g

i ) ≤ f (
−→x g

i ) then
13: −→x g+1

i ←
−→u g

i ;
14: else
15: −→x g+1

i ←
−→x g

i ;
16: end if
17: if f (−→u g

i ) < f (−→x g
i ) then

18: xgi → A;
19: Update F and Cr as in [28], and Fw as in Equa-

tion 9;
20: end if
21: Update A if needed;
22: Apply linear population size reduction technique as

in Equation ;
23: end for
24: end while

The main steps of the jSO algorithm are presented in
Algorithm 1. jSO also uses a linear population size mech-
anism to update the number of individuals in the entire
population at each generation [28]. This is done using:

NPg+1 = round[(
NPmin − NPinit

maxfes
)× fes+ NPinit ] (12)

where NPmin is the minimum number of individuals the algo-
rithm can use, fes the current number of function evaluations
(fes), maxfes the largest number of fes.

A. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM) MODEL
Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a special form of recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs), that has a robust and an effi-
cient capacity to solve long-term and short-term dependency
problems. The memory cell is the cornerstone of LSTM
network, which replaces the hidden layers of the conventional
neurones. As the LSTM has three gates (input, output and
forget gates, it has the ability to add or remove information to
the state of the cell. The process of updating the cell state and
calculating the output of the LSTM model are computed by:

it = σ (Wixxt +Wimmt−1 +WicCt−1 + bi) (13)

ft = σ (Wfxxt +Wfmmt−1 +WfcCt−1 + bf ) (14)

ct = f � ct−1 + it � g(Wcxxt +Wcmmt−1 + bc) (15)

Ot = σ (Woxxt +Wommt−1 +WocCt−1 + bo) (16)

mt = Ot � h(ct ) (17)

yt = Wymmt + by (18)

where xt and yt are the input and output data at time t ,
respectively. it , ot and ft are the input, output and forget gates
at time t , respectively, mt the vector of activation of every
memory block and ct the vector of activation of every cell. σ ,
g and h denote gate, input, and output activation functions.W
represents the weight coefficients.

B. jSO-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF LSTM MODEL
This section introduces the use of jSO algorithm to determine
the structure and hyper-parameters values of LSTM model.
In the literature, setting the best values of the hidden layers
number and number of related neuron in each of the hidden
layer is a challenging task. This process was done using
trial and error, but it consumes a huge amount of time and
resources, and cannot be effectively used. Also, the prediction
ability of LSTM is highly dependent on the number of hidden
layers and number of neurons in each layer. As a result, jSO
algorithm is utilized as an optimizer used to optimize the
hidden layers number (nhl) and its corresponding number
of neurons (nn) and at the same time to minimize the loss
function.

The main steps of the proposed jSO-LSTM are described
as follows:

Input: The lower and upper bounds of related parameters
that required by jSO algorithm.

Output: The best hidden layers numbers and number of
neurons in each hidden layer.

Step 1: Generate an initial population (P0) of size NP,
which represents different number of hidden layers and dif-
ferent number of neurons, P = (

−→
X 1,t ,

−→
X 2,t , . . . ,

−→
X NP,t )

where t is the iteration number, NP the population size, and
−→
X i,t = (xi,1,t , xi,2,t , . . . , xi,D,t ) is the ith solution at iteration
t and D is the number of variables.

Step 2: Compute the objective function value, f (
−→
X i,t ),

(loss function) of each solution in P0. To do this, the LSTM
model is built for each solution and the loss function of the
training step is calculated.

Step 3: Generate a mutant vectors,
V = (−→v 1,t ,

−→v 2,t , . . . ,
−→v NP,t ) as described in Section V-2.

Step 4: Generate an offspring solutions,
U = (−→u 1,t ,

−→u 2,t , . . . ,
−→u NP,t ) as described in Section V-3.

Step 5: Compute the objective function value, f (−→u i,t ),
(loss function) of each generated solution.

Step 6: Perform the selection operator as described in
Section V-4.
Step 7: Update number of epochs (iterations) t ← t + 1.
Step 8: If the stopping condition is met, return the best

numbers of hidden layers and number of neurons in each of
the hidden layers of the LSTMmodel, and the corresponding
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FIGURE 12. The proposed CNN-jSO flow chart.

loss function value of the best model. Otherwise go to step 3.
These steps are depicted in the flow chart shown in Fig.12

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed model is applied on the highly correlated
on-chain dataset in order to predict the price of the bitcoin.
The description of this data set is given in Section VI.
The proposed CNN-jSO was implemented using Python

3.7.6 and the TensorFlow application programming interface
(TF-API). The training process was performed on Google
Colab with Tensor Processing unit (TPU). Training and
hyperparameters tuning using jSO. Using jSO to tune the
17 hyperparameters which are involved in building the archi-
tecture of the network. The proposed algorithm generated
198 different models, each of which has a different combi-
nation of parameters to be trained and evaluated. The best
combination of parameters with the smallest loss value is
chosen for developing a prediction model for bitcoin.Table 3
shows the full set and ranges of the hyperparameters.

VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the results of our research and
also provide a detailed analysis of these results. Following
our classification of the on-chain metrics and correlation of
thesemetrics with the price of bitcoin in Section IV, the output
obtained was used to develop a deep learningmodel. This was
achieved by employing a self-adaptive technique called the

TABLE 3. Lower and upper bounds of Hyperparameters.

jSO optimization algorithm. This choice of the jSO algorithm
was informed owing to its distinct ability to very quickly
return the best model parameters that are able to predict and
closely follow the real price of bitcoin with very high accu-
racy. Table 4 represents the best combinations of parameters
obtained from the proposed algorithm. These parameters give
us the least error rate for predicting the price of bitcoin.

The graph in Fig.13, shows a plot of the predicted price
of bitcoin using the jSO optimisation algorithm when com-
pared with the real price of bitcoin over a given period. It is
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FIGURE 13. Real Price vs Predicted Price using jSO optimization algorithm.

TABLE 4. The best Hyperparameters obtained by jSO.

observed that the predicted price of bitcoin compares very
closely with the actual price. This is possible because our
model employs a holistic approach by taking into account the
behavioural patterns not only from user activities but from
miners and exchanges as well. Since users can sell or buy
bitcoins, miners and exchanges also earn bitcoins in the form
of reward or transaction fees. At some point, they (miners
and exchanges) will also have to sell coins to cover their
expenses, resulting in sell pressure. These data which are
available on-chain are then correlated with price and only
the most significant/highly correlated metrics are fed into the
jSO algorithm for predicting the price of bitcoin. Using this
technique, our jSO-based LSTM model is able to obtain a
higher accuracy and better price match when compared with
other prediction models such as the traditional LSTMmodel.

TABLE 5. Mean Absolute Error(MAE) for LSTM and LSTM-jSO at different
training sizes.

To buttress this point, we carried out a mean absolute
error (MAE) analysis between the jSO-based LSTM and the
LSTM models. The formula for the MAE is given as:

MAE =
1
n

n∑
s=1

|ys − ŷs| (19)

where n is the number of data points and ys and ŷs are the real
and predicted prices of sth point.

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 5. It can
be seen that for different training sizes of 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9,
the jSO-based LSTM model gives lower MAE values cor-
responding to a 49.2 %, 32.9 % and 34.8 % improvement
respectively over the LSTMmodel counterpart. This suggests
that our model can be used as a tool to provide quicker and
highly accurate prediction of bitcoin prices.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this article, we evaluate the price of bitcoin through a corre-
lation analysis with various on-chain metrics, exemplified by
bitcoin. We classify the collected on-chain data to understand
the dynamics of bitcoin and assess the most significant met-
rics that influences the price of bitcoin. We use our findings
to develop a machine learning model that uses a self-adaptive
technique to find the best values of the parameters in-order to
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accurately predict the price of bitcoin. Compared to the previ-
ous work that predicts by using the historical prices of bitcoin
and other attributes like global crude oil, fiat currencies, our
approach uses a profusion of datasets that represent core
activities related to bitcoin network including users, miners
and exchanges and using jSO algorithm enables us to obtain
highly accurate prediction rates with minimum error rate.

In future work, deep learning models can be further opti-
mised using other self-adaptive techniques and correlating
them to price and behaviour of crypto assets to further
improve the prediction rate for bitcoin.
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